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Soviet Amphibious Forces:
Tasks and Capabilities in
General War and PeacetimeE

4 Key Judgments The Soviet Union maintains amphibious forces in each of its four fleet areas
and in the Caspian Sea. These forces total 10,000 to 12,000 naval infantry
troops, about 100 amphibious ships, and some 120 short-haul landing craft.
They have been developed primarily to conduct amphibious landings along
the maritime flanks of the USSR in su rt of grond operations and to
counter enemy amphibious assaultsY

The success of Soviet amphibious operations in wartime would depend
largely on the acquisition of air and sea control and on the forward progress
of the ground forces. Adequate air support might not be forthcoming,
however, especially at the outset of a war with NATO, because the aircraft
needed to provide the support would likely b,: committed elsewhere to higher
priority missions. The Soviets might also have problems providing adequa
antisubmarine protection for amphibious task forces because Soviet Asw
forces have poor submarine detection capabilitiesfE]

Under certain circumstances, these same amphibious forces would also be
capable of limited intervention in Third World countries to protect Soviet
interests, even though the Navy does not appear to place much emphasis on
this mission or train for it.-Current Soviet intervention capabilities would be
seriously limited by the lack of amphibious support ships and adequate sea-
based airpower. The amphibious forces have little capability for a major
opposed intervention oversdas.

Soviet leaders nevertheless appreciate the political value of having naval
forces in areas distant from the USSR. Amphibious ships with small naval
infantry contingents are routinely kept in distant areas, particularly in
politically sensitive ones such as the Mediterranean Sea and the Indian
Ocean. Over the past decade, increases in the presence of amphibious ships
during crises have been related primarily to military equipment delive is.
evacuations, and Soviet signals of concern-not to direct intervention.

We do not foresee any large-scale change in Soviet capabilities for distant
operations, at least through the mid-to-late 1980s. Soviet naval writers,
n dinA diifirl~osk ainicatef increased interest in develop-
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ing a Western-style naval intervention capability. The Navy, however,
probably will continue to channel the lion's share of its available funds into
strategic programs-where serious shortcomings remain-at the expense of
other naval programs, including those for amphibious forces

Soviet amphibious assault and intervention capabilities near the USSR and
in distant areas will improve modestly as new aircraft carriers, modern
amphibious ships, and other warships join the fleet. Throughout the next 10
years, however, shortcomings in sea-based airpower and other naval assets
are likely to limit Soviet ca abilities to intervene against determined
opposition in distant areas
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Preface This paper describes the composition and wartime tasks of Soviet
amphibious forces and examines their capabilities to intervene abroad
against varying degrees of opposition. It also looks into the Soviet Navy's
prospects for acquiring new aircraft carriers, modern amphibious ships, and
other warships, and assesses the impact of such additions on future Soviet
amphibious assault and intervention capabilities. The study does not address
the intervention capability of airborne troops nor the impact of ground
operations during amphibious landings in wartime.K

Classified and unclassifiedjritings._sa ellite photography
provide detailed information on the

current capabilities and likely wartime roles of Soviet amphibious forces.
Our knowledge of current ship construction programs gives us a good basis
for estimating Soviet amphibious capabilities in the near term. Estimates
beyond the next five years are primarily based on the extension of near-term
trends interpretations of Soviet writings, and assessments of Soviet needs.
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Soviet Amphibious Forces:
Tasks and Capabilities in
General War and Peacetime

Wartime Tasks

The Soviet Navy maintains amphibious forces in all Classified writings,
four fleet areas and the Caspian Sea, primarily to be all indicate that Soviet amphibious forces in the Baltic
ready for wartime operations along the periphery of are earmarked for participation with other Pact forces
the USSR. Naval infantry troops are intended to serve in large-scale combined amphibious and airborne
as the initial assault element in amphibious landings on assault landings (see figure 2). Their primary objective
the USSR's maritime flanks and to secure a beach- would be to seize the Danish straits islands in
head, usually in preparation for the arrival of merchant conjunction with an overland drive by front ground
ships carrying more heavily armed ground forces. In forces along the Baltic coast and north through
major landings, the naval infantry normally would Jutland. These landings might be preceded by a
operate in conjunction with airborne and heliborne smaller assault landing along the German coast ahead
assault forces he naval infantry has also of the advancing front. After capturing the straits,
been used in an antilanding role, and some nav^l subsequent Pact amphibious operations apparentl
infantry units-particularly in the Pacific-appear to would be conducted against southeastern Norway
be structured for defense as well as for amphibious
assault. (See appendix A for details on the evolution of
Soviet-amphibious forces and naval infantry.)j Classified writings as recent as 1973 describe Pact

amphibious and airborne landings near the Turkish
Soviet amphibious warfare strategy is based on the straits that would support a major ground thrust from
main objective of supporting the coastal flanks of the Bulgaria to seize and cross the straits (see figure 3).
ground forces. The structure, composition, planning, After the landings, the Black Sea Fleet's amphibious
and training of these forces is centered on this ships would ferry the front's ground forces and
objective. The focus of amphibious strategy on cooper- equipment across the straits.
ating with the ground forces in securing exits to the
open sea and supporting advances along the coastal The wartime task of the amphibious forces in the
flanks is es cially apparent in Soviet classified_ , Caspian Sea is not clear. Before the recent change of
wr'tig Igovernment in Iran, these forces reportedly were

intended for assault operations against Iran. However,
the Caspian Flotilla's inadequate lift and severely

The evidence for the specific wartime goals of the limited capability to support landings suggest that
Northern Fleet amphibious forces is scant, but=, these forces may have been intended for raids or

suggest an offensive diversions rather than assaults of any significant size
role of seizing limited objectives along the northern against major Iranian oppositionjj
Norwegian coast, especially in Finnmark (see figure
1). Soviet amphibious landings there also could be used The Pacific Floct has the largest amphibious force of

to flank Western assault landings. Soviet landings any of the Soviet fleets, but current intentions for its
could be made further south in Norway but would wartime use are less clear than in other areas. The
probably be confined to small-scale raids, because the fleet's naval infantry division most likely would defend
landing forces would be beyond the range of land- _coastal areas undsonduct-conranding-oper ion,--
basdigher and fighter-bomber air cover
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Baltic Fleet Amphibious Forces Figure 2
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assault landings in the Danish islands. Amphibious assault forces Division, and possibly some Soviet ground forces could be used inwould include the Soviet naval infantry regiment at Balliysk, the follow-on operations.
Polish 7th Assault Landing Division, and a regiment of the East4M . a1 Cm e , WCUI.
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Black Sea Fleet Amphibious Forces Figure 3
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especially in isolated areas like Sakhalin (see figure 4). Planning and Embarkation
In a war with China, the naval infantry might be used Current Soviet plans apparently call for many days offor raids on Chinese ports, operations along the Amur preparation for any major landing. Some of this
and Ussuri Rivers, and landings near the flanks of preparation presumably could be accomplished during
Soviet armies the period of rising tension the Soviets believe would

normally precede a general war. According to a 1970The Soviet western fleets have enough amphibious classified article, the preparation time required de-14 ships to move their own naval infantry as well as some pends primarily on the amount of additional.
ground troops and non-Soviet naval infantry. The preembarkation training needed by the landing force
Pacific Fleet's lift capacity is not adequate to move all (see table 2). Such training mi ht include rehearsals ofof the naval infantry units-s.tationecdi the Far East the landing
(see table I, page 7)

During the planning stage, command and control of
the amphibious landing also would be worked out.Amphibious Assault Operations Although the overall commander for large amphibiousAnd Tactics landings probably would be the front commander.
actual command and control of the amphibious taskSoviet writings stress the complexity of force would rest with a senior naval officer.' He wouldmajor amphibious landings and the need for close

coordination among the various participants. The mmet na wrngn te ta mnitary pannuin skeina
-1. .commander for an amphibious tandint forcr, would take intowritings indicate that major landings would precede an account the specifie conditio- and goals of the operation as ue as

advance-by ground forces in a particular area such as 'he composition and tasksorthefors tkingpar. Tbusiralanding
Jutland, and independent operations by the lightly were part ofa front onense the front commander would be in

d a y charge: similarly. if a landing were in support of the nect. it would beequipped landing forces could last a few days before a entrusted to the fleet commander. In those cases where major
linkup with the ground forces amphibious landings were conducted outside the framework of a

front operation. the command would d _non anindisidual
designated by the Supreme liigh CommandLarge amphibious landings would be preceded by the

use of airborne or heliborne forces beyond the beach-
head area. Naval gunfire and strikes by land-based Table 2
aircraft would be used to soften up the defending forces
and cover mine-clearing operations prior to the landing Preembarkation Training of
of the assault force. Air-cushion vehicles and helicop- Amphibious Landing Forces-A Soviet View'
ters would be used early in the operation to land ---- .... .-
forward elements of this force quickly, while most of Composition of Landing Force Number of Days
the force would land from amphibious ships. Addi-

. .A naval infantry battalion with reinforce- 1-3tional units of heavily equipped ground forces would be ments (that is, a battalion landing team)
transported to shore on assorted landing craft or would A naval infantry regiment's basic subunits 2-3be landed at captured ports or shore facilities created A fu-strength naval infantry regiment 3-4by Soviet construction teams. A nasal infantry regiment, a motorircd rifle 8-10

regiment, and reinforcement units
Present Soviet doctrine apparently allows for the A motorized rifle division 12-14
conduct of assault landings during conventional, or A motorized rifle division. an amphibious 25-30
nuclear and chemical warfare. Classified writings landing division, a naval infantry regiment,

and reinforcement umitsfrom the early 1970s refer to theusc oftacticad uclea r cemen unit -
weapons prior to land ins satainstthe to-hc.Ld preeaveinimum number oftraining days,

s p r to apparently for both Soviet and vswr forces in the Baltic, based onstraits. The writings Soviet World War i experience and estimates of
also indicate that amphibious landings in the Danish extreme-conditions for futureI ri ings.
straits could occur in the conventional stage of a war.
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Table 1

Soviet Amphibious Assault Ships-Order
Of Battle and Lift Capability '
(mid-1978)

Northern Baltic Black Caspian Pacific Total

Primary Lift
(Active Amphibious Ships)
Ivan Rogov LPD - I - - -
Alligator iST 2 2 5 - 5 14
Ropucha LST 4 2 - - 4 10
Polnocny LSM 11 9 11 1I 10 52
Tota Ships 17 14 16 12 19 77
TotalUit'(NRR) 1.25 1.28 1.44 0.20 1.87 6.04

Residd Ift -
(Reserve Amphibious Ships)
Polnocny LS - 6 - - - 6
NIP-4 LSi I - - - Is 16
TotalSbips 1 6 - - I5 22
Total Lift'(NRR) 0.02 0.11 - - 0.33 0.46

Short-Hami Uft
(Active aid Reserve
Landing Craft)'
SMB-I LCU - 5 15 10 10 40
Vydra LCU - 7 10 6 10 33
Aist LCUA - 6 - - - 6
Lcbed LCMA - 3 5 - - 8
Gus LCPA - 8 8 I 13 30
TotalCraft - 29 38 17 33 17
Total Lift'(NRR) - 0.16 0.21 0.12 0.15 0.64

Camutative Uflt Total --
(NRRs) 1.27 1.55 1.65 0.32 2.35 7.14

-Tltalit is expressed in terms of the number of naval rifle
regiments the ships an carry.
'The small Gus LCPA is not included in the lift computations,
because it has no capability to carry amphibious equipment.
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responsi e or I e em r ation, movement, and Table 3
landing of troops; for. fire support; for resupply; and for
the evacuation of sick and wounded. A naval infantry Hypothetical Soviet Amphibious Task Force
but would be subordinate to th. task force commander
until the landing party disembarked. Ifa large force of
ground troops were landed after the initial assault, SpTye Function
overall control of land operations apparently would laning ships To transport the amphibious
pass to a ground forces commander. Normally, both assault orea
the task force commander and the landing party Merchant ships To transport follow-on army
commander are aboard a command cruiser or de- troops and equipment.
stroyer until the landing. Major surface combatants To provide unfire support;

(usually gun-armed cruisers or often to serve as command
destroyers) flagship
Major and minor surface To escort landing force and
combatants (equipped with protect against attacks by
guns, missiles, and ASW ships, submarines,

The Soviets acknowledge the need for surprise in a ms) and airr
landing and stress secrecy in preparing for the assault Minesweepers' To clear channels in the
and in moving to the landing site. According to Soviet pssages at the landing ,eaches.
writers, modern reconnaissance systems have made Sea rescue auxiliaries To provide salvage and rescue
cover and deception efforts increasingly important in services to damaged ships.
amphibious warfare and require the inclusion of a ' Some Soviet amphibious ships have a limited capability to clear
detailed plan for-cover and deception as a part of any mines near and on the beach, using rocket depth charges and rocket-
amphibious operation. These writings further indicate projeed explosive bine charges
that radio electronic warfare and electronic counter-
measures must be used to deceive the "enemy" about
the time, place, and strength of a landing. Some other t the amphibious task force normally moveswritings, however, note that the preparations for a to the landing area in a rectangular convoy formationlanding could be in the guise of an amphibious consisting of two or three columns of amphibious andexercise. Despite their desire for surprise, the Soviets, cargo ships screened by escorts and minesweepers. Theaccording to authoritative writings, vould attack main body sometimes includes various auxiliaries a-denemy air, naval, or missile forces which could a major surface combatant which could be thethreaten the assault elements during sea transit, even command flagship or the major element of a simulatedbefore their landing force embarked. Western amphibious assault force. For landings in

distant areas, replenishment and other auxiliary shipsComposition and Transit would have to be included.
in addition to assault landing

ships, a major amph-ibous task force normally would Soviet amphibious task for have rangedinclude the types of ships shown in table 3. In addition from a few ships to more than 4-iiicliding about 20to the ships that would comprise the task force. Soviet landing ships, although each ship may have simulatedwritings call for the use of hydrographic and intelli= more than one unit. The number of escorts and
gence ships to aid in choosing the .ime and place for the minesweepers used to screen the landing force wouldlanding and to mark the beach approaches vary according to convoy size, combatant and air cover

To e, 8



availability, landing location, and enemy threat ] kms from shore, fighters would be controlled by thethe relative size of the screen has varied Pvo Strany. In the second zone, between 250 and 400mark6dly, but generally has averaged three ships for kms from shore, joint operations would be conralleevery four of the main body. In Soviet writings, by ship and aircraft inhowever, the ratio has varied from one escort per three the Pacific, long-range ighters operating more thanescorted units, in the case of a large landing force, to 200 kms from shore wouid be controlled by the Navy.five escorts r escorted uit for a more modest assault The third zone of naval air defense extends beyondgroup range of most land-basce fighters; in this zone, small
groups of long-range fighter-interceptors would oper-

large amphibious task forces ate with radar patrol aircraft out to about 1,000 kms.have split into two groups, with the landing ships
preceding the merchant ships by 25 to 50 nautical
miles (nm). This separation decreases shortly before It probably would be difficult for the Soviets to protectthe landing to allow the follow-on force to reach the their amphibious ships with Pvo Strany and Frontalshore an hour to an hour and a half after the assault Aviation fighter aircraft because they do not practiceforce the distance between landing such operations. To acquire proficiency in this ta sk, theships as been reduced to one mile or less. This reduced Soviets would have to conduct extensive, coordinatedspacing suggests that the Soviets are now less con- open-ocean training involving fighters, shipborne aircerned about potential nuclear attacks on their landing controllers, and airborne warning and control aircraft.forces than they were in the sixties and more concerned
with massing forces for a conventional attackJ

Air Cover and Sea Control
Soviet writings indicate that the possessior of air
superiority is considered vital to the successful out-
come of a major landing. The writings
also indicate that the Soviets anticipate varying
degrees of air opposition during amphibious oper-
ations. Limited air defense of a Soviet amphibious task
force could be provided by missile- and gun-armed
combatants, but without the support of fighter aircraft There is also some question about the availability ofthe task force probably would be unable to offset many fighter aircraft to provide air cover, especially inattacks by modern NATO aircraft. Central Europe at the onset of war with NATO. The

Soviets apparently believe that a large number ofSoviet writings indicate that near the USSR air ccver aircraft would be required to provide complete fighter
for a task force generally would be provided by coverage for wartime amphibious assault forces. Sovietspecially assigned land-based fighter aircraft of the writings indicate that about 140 land-based fightersNational Air Defense Forces (Pvo Strany) and (three or four regiments) would be needed to provideFrontal Aviation. The writings also indicate that these continuous cover for the first echelon of a major
forces would play a major role in covering the landing force in the Baltic during its sea transit andconcentration, embarkation, and landing of the landing at a distance of 400 kms from the USSR. Suchamphibious force and in the support of a subsequent a substantial number of aircraft almost certainlyland offensive would not be available to support an amphibious

*****Clasifit it ng 9 i a ggr operation early in -aNTOWarsawlactwar4ost

coverage of deployed naval forces is based on a three-
zone system. In the first zone, extending 150 to 200
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mit e , a east initially, to the aircraft. All of these forces could be used to destroyair defense of Warsaw Pact territory or to bombing ship groupings, nuclear or missile systems, and majoroffensives and close air support of Pact ground forces airfields or naval bases threatening the transitingin Central Europe. amphibious task force.

The Soviets' dependence on land-based fighters for air Support Air Strikes
cover of amphibious task forces has been altered only Soviet amphibious strategy also calls for extensive useslightly by the introduction of the Kiev-class carrier of air bombardment, partly because of the increasedand its Forger v/sot aircraft.' Armed with air-to-air mobility of enemy defenders and the declining numbermissiles and cannon, these aircraft could provide air of large-caliber naval guns aboard Soviet surface ships.defense against heavily laden, unescorted attack air- Prelanding airstrikes in areas near the USSR could becraft, but they would not be effective against the conducted'by fighter-bombers of Frontal Aviation,modern fighter-interceptors that would escort enemy medium bombers or fighter-bombers of NavlAvi-strike aircraft. ation, and bombers of Long Range Aviation

Soviet writings suggest that naval units operating bitiis unclear how the 5oviets wou a locate aircraftahead of the amphibious task force would assist it for preliminary amphibious bombardment in wartimein establishing local sea control. According to one Rather than being preplanned it probably wouldauthoritative Soviet document, submarines would be depend on which aircraft were available at the time ofused independently or in conjunction with fleet aircraft the amphibious operationj |to prevent enem surface ships from breaking through
to the task force Close air support during and aflerJandines

J rontalAviation's fighter-bombers (sometimes with
interceptor escorts) and helicontcrunshins.

Missile and torpedo boats could be used to establish sea
control in coastal watersaotecting the movement of Missile-carrying naval
the task force ithese boats have been ttsed m ers woul beavat a e to support amphibiousprimarily in an antilanding role to oppose the operations only to the extent that they could be sparedamphibious task groups. from their primary role of antiship attack. Addition-

ally, Naval Aviation has a regiment of SU-17 FitterLand-based aircraft and missile forces also would be fighter-bombers in the Baltic and two regiments ofused for sea control and related tasks in support of the medium bombers which do not carry missiles--one intransiting amphibious task group and in preparations the Baltic and one in the Black Sea-that probablyfor landing. These units would consist primarily of would be used to support amphibious operations earlynaval strike and antisubmarine warfare (Asw) aircraft in a war.
but also might include coastal missile and artillery
units, frontal rocket forces, and, depending on their Soviet writings indicate an awareness that there is aavailability, some Frontal and Long Range Aviation serious problem inherent in relying on frontal air
' The Kiev-class aircraft carrier, three of which are expected to be support for major amphibious landings. They note thatoperational by 19 8 2

, normally carries about 20 Hormone helicopters at least one or two bomber or fighter-bomber divisionsfor Asw operations and IS Forger fixed-wing v/sroL aircraft to would be required for close air su adefend against air and seaborne attack. (The Forger complement pport and that a .
can be increased to 35 if no helicopters are aboard.) The Kiev-class landing probably would occur during a major groundcarriers.are less capable. han.US.carriers-forconducting air=-- = ffendv h - - -operations and are designed primarily for Asw.EJ many aircraft available to support amphibious oper-

ations
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Perhaps because of this problem, as well as difficulties In recent years, however, because the Soviets have
in coordination, the exclusive reliance on Frontal perceived an increased likelihood of amphibious oper-
Aviation for close air support may be changing. Since ations during conventional war, their writings have
1975 the Baltic Fleet has acquired some 40 SU-17 stressed that the utility of naval guns had been grossly
fighter-bomber aircraft. underrated. Guns reportedly have proven far more

effective and economical than missiles for conventional
shore bombardment in support of landings or separate
ground force operations

The Forger v/sTot aircraft could provide limited close
air support, using externally-mounted rockets, bombs, The Soviets now arc taking some steps to meet the need
cannon, or tactical air-to-surface missiles, but it has for larger caliber guns in the fleet. Some Krivak-class
severe limitations in weapons payload, flight time, and frigates are being fitted with a 100-mm antiair and
range. In addition, the Forger would be vulnerable not antiship gun instead of the 76-mm weapon installed ononly to modern fighters but also to ground-based air other ships of that class. This gun could partly
defense systems, which could take advantage of its compensate for the retirement of Skoryy and Kotlin
limited perfo rance and lack of electronic counter- destroyers, as well as Riga-class frigates. Nevertheless,
measures it is not comparable for shore bombardment to the

destroyers' 130-mm gun
Guntfire Support|
Soviet doctrina stress the use of intense Two other developments probably will have morepreparatory fire imme dately before major amphibious impact on future Soviet naval gunfire capabilities. Inlandings. According to the Soviet Naval Irtantryman recent years, many active and reserve Sverdlov-classReference Manual, a maximum number of naval guns cruisers equipped with 152-mm guns have undergoneand aircraft would take part, aided by weapons of the conversion or modernization, ensuring the continuedamphibious assault party firing from the landing ships, availability into the early 1980s of large-caliber naval

gunfire. In addition, in 1975 the Soviets began building
what appears to be a new class of gun cruiser. As many
as four units already may be under construction and
eventually could be equipped with a new gun. SomeShore bombardment is meant to be short but intense, guns under development are at least 152 mm.covering the approach of the amphibious ships, the

clearing of mines and obstacles, and the marking of The number of gunfire support ships required for achannels for the landing forces. major opposed landing depends on such factors as the
size of the assault force, the breadth of the landingSince the 1950s the Soviets have favored missiles over front, and the density of antilanding defenses. Sovietlarge-caliber guns as main weapons for surface ships. writings indicate that as few as five and as many as 40Their primary gunfire support ships-cruisers and gunfire ships might be needed for such an assault indestroyers with 130-mm and 152-mm guns-were all conventional warfare, and they acknowledge a lack ofbuilt in the late 1950s or earlier (see table 4),' Some of adequate numbers o hcscsh'ps for landings on athese are being or have been scrapped. The Soviet force broad front.

of secondary gunfire support ships-frigates-also
faces block obsolescence. The Soviets also use rockets on their amphibious ships

SSoviet writings indicate that only ships with 130-mm for shore bombardment. All Pact landing ships built in
(5.1 incnT5o- arger guns are considered primary gunfire-support recent years have been equipped with barrage rocketunits. -Thia-is similar Co US4 avalgunflredoctrine.whih cas ~fo lauil _--use of S-inch guns-standard on our destroyers-or larger., lcthishvbnftedwh
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Soviet Surface Combatants Capable of Providing
Naval Gunfire Support, 1 March 1979
(By Fleet Subordination)

Class and type of ship 10C Northern Baltic Black Caspian Pacific Total

Cruisers
152 mm (6")
Sverdlov CG 1950

(1962 convc. pion)
Chapayev CL 1949 - I - -

Sverdlov CL 1950 2 2 2 - 3 9(some 1971 conversions)
(Total) (2) (3) (3) (0) (3) (11)

Destroyers
130 mm (5.1")'
Kotiin DDG 1954 1 1 3 - 2 7

(1962 conversion)
Kotlin DD 1954 -2 - - 3 6
Modified Kotlin DD 1954 2 - 3 - 3 8

(1960 modification)
Skoryy DD 1949 3 3 7 - 2 15Modified Skoryy DD 1949 - I - - 3 4

(1960 modification)
(Total) (7) 7 (13) (0) 13 40(Subtotal-primary) 9 10 16 0 16 51

Frigaltes
100mm (3.9")'
Krivak lI FFG 1976 1 4 1 - 1 7Kola FF 1950 - I -
Riga FF 1952 8 S 6 2 11 32
(Total) (9) 9 (7) 3 (12) (40)(Subtotalsecondary) 9 9 7 3 12 40Grand total I8 19 23 3 28 91
'Only those shisian -C-veslatusrtthwn

Size ofTiiin gun.
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such equipment. One classified article in 1968 stated writings claim that heliborne assault forces on coastalthat, because the Soviets lack sufficient gun-armed axes are composed of both naval infantry and croutndships to gain fire superiority over the enemy, they forces,
should equip ships with rocket launchers. The author
of the article evidently envisaged production of a hus, aThoug arge airmobile oprations
inshore fire-support ship, but none has been built woul be performed by pact ground forces and

helicopters, smaller wartime operations-perhaps one
' or two companies in size--could be conducted by navalAirborne Participation infantry in ground force or naval helicopters. SovietSoviet strategy seems to call for the use of both writings acknowledge that the short range of land-airborne and amphibious forces in most major landings based helicopters could pose some problems for con-near the USSR. The airborne landings usually would ducting assaults, even in areas peripheral to the USSR.directly support the amphibious assault and occur

some miles inland a few hours before the seaborne
landing. To block enemy reserves from reaching the Merchant Ship Lift
beachhead, the airborne assault might occur at the Because of the limited size of the Soviet amphibioussame time or even after the am hibious assault and be force, major assaults probably would include merchantas deep as 200 kms inland ships to transport ground forces and their heavy

-o iequipment and fire support needed in a followup roleHfelicopter Lift for combat ashore. To offload such ships, however, theSoviet writings eflect the concept of Soviets would have to capture ports, create temporaryusing helicopters in amphibious assaults for directing ones, or transfer troops from ships anchored at thenaval gunfire, relaying communications, harbor's entrance to small transport craft.minesweeping, reconnaissance, transporting supplies,
and landing commandos or advance combat engineer The requirement for merchant sealift is a function ofteams. The Soviets have long espoused I the overall size of a combined landing force. Soviet

s ising shore-base rather than writings have discussed the use of landings at both aship-based helicopters and troops for landings behind tactical (division or less) level and an operationalbeach defenses. Soviet classified writings stress the (corps to combined-arms army)' level, but not at aneed for rapid landings using helicopters and air- strategic (front or larger) level. According to thecushion vehicles for surprise assaults on a broad front, Soviets, only a landing by a force at least the size of abypassing strongholds, while the amphibious task force motorized rifle division can have a significant im actstill is outside the range of shore batteries. In most on the course of a front or army operation.cases the heliborne force would land 20 mirutes to an
hour before the amphibious assault, but after the
parachute drop of airborne forces. In other cases, They assume that about four merchant ships would behowever, the airborne drop, helicopter assault, and needed to carry the one motorized rifle regiment slatedamphibious landing could occur simultaneously for followup operations in the Black Sea area. An

estimated 12 to 14 merchant ships would be required to
lift the equipment of a motorized rifle division, whileTroop-carrying Hook helicopters have narticipated the bulk of the troops probably would be carried by

Hound passenger shipsUsing space requirements as ex-e icopters have been used to a lesser degree.) Nor- pressed in a oviet document, the equivalent of atmaIlj,_the troops and helicopters arefrom the ground Jeastartoships-tte-Sovietnereir-nt imuatrforces rather than the Navy. Although naval infantry would be needed to transport the equipment of asometimes have been identified conducting helicopter combined-arms army.
landings, Soviet writings suggest that in many cases
they may have been merely small commando or *A Soviet combined-arms army consists of about four divisionsb (three motorized rifle divisions and one tank division) and support-combat engineer teams. Nevertheless, some Soviet ing units, totaling about 60,000 men and 1.200 medium tanksj7
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Soviet sealift capabilities would depend on a variety of Improvements in the Soviet merchant fleet will further
factors including warning time, ship types and avail- enhance its lift capabilities in the next few years. The
ability, and port capacities. Merchant ships could be Soviets have continued to acquire rol:-on/roll-off
used for sealift near the USSR and to differing degrees ships, used extensively for arms deliveries to the Third
outside home waters. About 990 Soviet merchant ships rid.
have a potential for use as military support units. Their
total cargo area is about 3.5 million square meters,
giving them a theoretical lift capacity for the equip- The offloading of heavy cargo from roll-on/roll-off
ment of about 60 motorized rifle or tank divisions, ships or any other current Soviet merchant ships

requires the use of a port or lighters. The Soviets do not
- 30 ships have a roll-on/roll-off capacity, permitting appear to be developing an expeditionary port, but they
fast loading and offloading of wheeled and tracked are experienced in creating floatin iersfromnon-
vehicles (important in congested ports). toons. Such piers have been used
- 590 ships have a heavy-lift boom of 40 tons or more, o create a temporary port. In addition, the
making them self-sufficient in unloading heavy cargo Sovicts ave used them to create berthing for Soviet
such as medium tanks. ships in small Third World ports.j
- 600 ships have speeds of at least 14 knots, useful for
long-distance operations. Soviet capabilities to offload cargo at sea will improve
- Approximately 30 percent of these ships normally somewhat upon the receipt of two Scabec barge
are found in home waters; however, only about 10 transporter ships being built in Finland for commercial
percent of these are the larger, more capable long- use near shallow Soviet ports. Each of these large ships
distance ships.-- could lift the equipment of an entire motorized rifle or

tank regiment and offload its amphibious vehicles
About 70 passenger ships, with a peacetime capacity of directly into the water. Other light cargo could be
roughly 25,000 passengers, could be used to carry shuttled to the shore on the ship's barges and then
troops. Wartime capacity would be approximately offloaded on the beach by truck cranes. Heavy
eight times as high, or the equivalent of the personnel equipment, including medium tanks, could beof about 20 divisions. Not all of these ships would be in offloaded by small conventional landing craft or by
home waters at any one time. Major cargo ships Lebed air-cushion vehicles carried on the ship's open
particularly useful for long-distance sealift would be deck. The Seabee is not designed for amphibious
less likely to be in home waters than smaller ships of landing operations, however, and is not comparable in
the merchant fleet. Some ships would need to have overall capability to a large assault ship,
commercial cargo unloaded or to be specially equipped
for military operations while others would be used for Wartime Shortcomings
nonmilitary functions. ritings have revealed a variety ofL. wea nesses in the Soviet amphibious forces which
Nevertheless, it appears that adequate Soviet mer- could adversely affect their ability to conduct success-
chant sealift would be available for likely landings in ful wartime assault operations. The evidence indicates
the NATO area, even if such landings were to occur that insufficient attention is being paid to training
during the first few days of a general Pact offensive. In amphibious forces and to developing antimine equip-
the Pacific the Soviets would have enough ships ment for clearing straits and landing channels and for
normally available to transport an entire division, but overcoming antilanding barriers and defenses. Some
probably would not have enough to transport a articles assert that the first and most important fleet
combined-arms army to, say, Japan. taskatthecbeginningof a.war will-be he-isuptien--

enemy minelaying operations, because the existence of
sea mines could lead to the borting of planned assault
landings.
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Another problem noted in Soviet writings is the used in distant areas-airborne troops and amphibious
inadequate attention being given to achieving air forces-arc treated as adjuncts of the ground forces bysuperiority and providing air support to ground forces most authors.
on the battlefield, The Soviets acknowledge the
possibility of having an inadequate number of aircraft
availal-le for air cover and close air support of major
amphibious landings in a NATO-Warsaw Pact war
because of other commitments in support of the front.
Failure to attain air superiority and sea control of the
western Baltic, especially in conventional war, would
almost -certainly cause the Pact to reconsider the
feasibility of its planned amphibious operations..If the
amphibious assaults were canceled, Pact planners
would also have to decide whether any airborne
o rations could be conducted independetly.

The Soviets might also have problems providing
adequate Asw protection for amphibious task forces,
because Soviet Asw forces have poor submarine
detection capabilities. To compensate for short Soviet leaders do, however, appreciate the politicaldetection ranges, a large number of Soviet Asw ships, value of having naval forces in forward areas. In recentsubmarines, and aircraft would be needed to protect years the Soviets have stationed amphibious ships inlanding operations designed to secure the straits in the waters far from the USSR, particularly in politicallyBaltic and Black Seas and in the Pacific. sensitive areas such as the Mediterranean Sea and the

Indian Ocean. The Soviet press has praised the NavyClassified writings - ilso regularly indi- for "strengthening friendship, protecting state inter-cate a major problem with coordination among the ests, and deterring Western initiatives." Favorablecombined-armed forces that would conduct Pact propaganda was made of the salvage operations inamphibious warfare. Even within each Soviet force Bangladesh and the clearing of mines from the Gulf ofthere appears to be a strong tendency toward Suez with the help of a helicopter carrier. Such navalindependence and isolation of each group during assistance could not have been carried out as effec-landings tively by the USSR 15 years ago.J

The regular amphibious ship presence began in theSoviet Naval Presence and Mediterranean in 1967, the Indian Ocean in 1969, andCapabilities in Distant Areas West African waters in 1971, after a continuous
presence of other general purpose naval forces wasThe Soviet armed forces do not maintain units established. The number of Soviet amphibious ship-designated as intervention forces, nor do their military days in distant areas has remained relatively constantwritings describe intervention as a basic military since 1970, as decreases in the Mediterranean havemission. In fact, their writings generally reflect a lack been offset by increases in other areas (see figure 10 inof interest in putting forces ashore to fight in distant appendix B). A temporary increase in ship daysareas Available d writings focus almot en e.rrdi-191&lecause amphibious-ships=were-sedtily on the wartime mission of the Soviet armed to provide logistic support to Ethiopia during its warforces on the Eurasian landmass in a NATO-Warsaw with Somalia.

Pact war. Those forces that have the potential to be
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Four Soviet amphibious ships with small naval infan- coasts in a form of "gunboat diplomacy" to supporttry contingents are normally deployed in distant diplomatic efforts to obtain the release of Sovietareas-two in the Mediterranean, one in the Indian merchant seamen or fishermen.[
Ocean, and one in West African waters. They appear
to serve primarily logistical and political functions. In the most recent cases of Soviet military support,Soviet landing ships frequently have delivered special during the Angolan civil war, the Ethiopian-Somali
Soviet cargo to client states, sealifted troops and war, and the recent Chinese incursion into Vietnam,
equipment to Third World countries, and evacuated naval units were present as a reminder of Soviet
Soviet citizens and equipment. On one occasion, naval commitment. Soviet involvement in these events re-infantry reportedly constructed facilities ashore for fleets a willingness to commit military advisers to aidSoviet and Third World use- selected governments and "liberation" movements in

conflict situations. At the same time, past Soviet
Naval activities involving amphibious forces have involvement reflects a reluctance to send Soviet forces
included "show-the-flag" port calls, with naval infan- into frontline combat situations. The participation oftry rendering honors ashore, and patrols in local waters Soviet naval personnel in an internal conflict would beof Third World countries such as Guinea to show a marked departure from present Soviet militarysupport for local governments faced with external or policy.
internal threats. Amphibious ships have also been used
to improve the security of Soviet merchant shipping Although Soviet amphibious forces have been de-and to train foreign military forces. Apart from one veloped thus far to project power ashore on theunconfirmed report of some Soviet naval infantry periphery of the USSR, they could also be used tobeing put ashore in Guinea to deter rioting in Conakry, intervene in distant areas under certain circumstances.these forces have not been re rted being used 3ahore Many countries, for example, have carried out small-for military purposes scale landings for limited objectives in peacetime in an

effort to protect economic and diplomatic interests andDuring crises, the augmentation and operations of to influence the political climate in developing coun-Soviet amphibious forces have seemed more related to tries. With some augmentation by other naval combat-arms deliveries, contingency evacuations, and Soviet ants and auxiliaries, Soviet amphibious forces couldsignals of concern than to actual readiness to go ashore even undertake assault operations against light opposi-or to support an intervening landing force. Only during tion in many areas of the Third World. Limitedthe most critical periods of the Middle East wars, when seaborne tactical air support could be provided by theSoviet client states have been faced with defeat and carrier-based Forgers. An amphibious task force mightSoviet airborne forcers have been placed on alert, has also receive tactical air support from neighboring
there seemed to be potential for Soviet intervention. countries, possibly by Soviet land-based aircraft de-But even in these cases most amphibious ships sent to ployed there.
the area were loaded with military aid for Third World
countries and did not carry naval infantry to bolster Intervention To Protect
Soviet intervention capabilities. Property and Personnel

Soviet amphibious forces could be used to secure theAlthough the Soviet Navy has not yet forcibly safety of personnel or property during periods of civilintervened in a Third World crisis, it has attempted strife in a foreign country. Soviet landing ships haveduring the last decade to restrict Western actions by its been used for unopposed evacuations, in Cyprus andpresence in some crisis situations. Soviet naval forces Egypt for example, but naval infantry have not beenpresent during these crises were apparently configured landed,
to constain Westein initiaives and had very limited
intervention capabilities. During the 1973 Middle East
war, they escorted Soviet merchant convoys carrying
supplies to Arab countries. Moreover, on at least two
occasions Soviet naval forces have loitered off foreign
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Amphibious forces could also be used in combat airfield and evacuate personnel. Shortly thereafter, as
operations to free Soviet personnel or property seized the political factions continued fighting, 22,000 US
by another country, much as US forces were used to troops were airlifted into Santo Domingo at the request
recapture the merchant ship Mayaguez near of the foundering leadership. The United Kingdom
Kampuchea in 1975. Thus far, Soviet naval forces have achieved similar objectives in Tanganyika in 1964
not been involved in a similar situation, although when, at the request of the government, about 600
Soviet warships have indulged in gunboat diplomacy Royal Marines from an Asw helicopter carrier quickly
when crews of Soviet merchant ships have been suppressed a mutinous military group by conducting a
detained abroad. surprise landing at night. Some additional forces were

later landed ashore after control of the main harbor
At present, the Soviets have a limited capability to land was secured.
naval infantry to protect, extricate, or evacuate threat-
ened Soviet nationals or property if diplomatic maneu- The Soviet Navy presently has some capability to carry
vers failed and the risks of significant opposition were out this type of limited intervention in conjunction with
slight. The new amphibious assault ships and the Kiev- airborne forces. Some amphibious ships are available
class aircraft carriers would be useful for such with naval infantry that could land ashore and secure
operations and could counter limited opposition. The an airfield or port for the subsequent delivery of
Kiev's Asw helicopters, despite their small capacity, additional troops. The limited availability of additional
could be used with Forger escorts to support the modern amphibious assault ships and aircraft carriers
evacuation of some Soviet personnel in an emergency. limits Soviet options and inhibits quick reactions. The

Soviets could place troop helicopters on the Kiev-class
aircraft carrier or Moskva-class helicopter rr_ , butIntervention To Bolster they apparently have not practiced doing so.Existing Governments

Direct intervention to restore order and political Soviet activity during the Middle East wars hasstability often grows out of an initial presence estab- suggested a willingness to commit-or at least
lished to protect property and personnel. In such an threaten to commit-token military forces to prevent
instance intervention has the political objective of the defeat of a client state. A token force of an airborne
propping up a government threatened by violent division or an amphibious contingent would be too
opposition, or of restoring order so a new and weak to alter the outcome militarily of a major Arab-acceptable government can be established.j Isareli conflict, but such forces could make a differ-

ence in a lesser conflict between two warring ArabThis typeof limited intervention usually occurs at the states. In either case, Soviet forces of this size wouldinvitation of the beleaguered government, and when demonstrate the USSR's commitment, allow thethe potential opposition is not large and lacks effective Soviets to interpose themselves between the protago-
air or naval capabilities. A group of marines, nists, and perhaps induce an end to hostilities. Depend-amphibious landing craft, and usually a helicopter ing on the circumstances, such interventions could becarrier have been used by Western forces for such ill advised, because lightly armed Soviet forces mightoperations. be outnumbered and outgunned, and Soviet prestige

would suffer a major blow if one of their combat unitsIn all such interventions in the postwar period, the were defeated while intervening in a distant state.jintervention force met virtually no opposition from air
or sea during the landing phase of the operations. In
1965, for example, about 500 US Marines landed by
helicopter-in the DominicanRepublie=toseeure-an
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mphihious.asault=apabiiie -_ ---- I a1Coiliffrt iolfly to some ThirdUnder Combat Conditions World countries close to the USSR, they could be
vulnerable during extended overwater flights for whichWhile Soviet forces could, under certain circum- Soviet fighter units apparently have not trained. Instances, undertake assault operations against light preparation for such extended flights, the Sovietsopposition, their capabilities to conduct opposed land- would have to acquire overflight rights, arrange forings against significant opposition are poor. Even with refueling stops, and secure a forward staging area.substantial augmentation, it is doubtful that a Soviet Alternatively, Soviet fighters could be disassembledamphibious task force could carry out a forced landing and brought in by air or sea transport, but this wouldabroad against heavy opposition because of the lack of take time.

adequate sea-based tactical air support and heliborne
assault lift capability, the absence of sufficient naval The Navy also lacks adequate numbers of ships thatgunfire support, and the vulnerability of air and sea can handle assault-capable helicopters, and it has alines of communication. Moreover, the Soviets lack shortage of naval transport helicopters as well. Its twoexperience in integrating all of the cor lex facets of an Moskva-class Asw helicopter carriers could carry onassault beyond the Eurasian littoral, deck some larger assault-capable Hip helicopters, as

did the Leningrad during minesweeping operations inAir Cover, Air Support, and the Gulf of Suez, but because of limited deck capacityHfeliborne Assault Lift Capability this would not be an effective way to transportThe Soviets would have severe problems in providing helicopters for operational assaults in distant areas.naval air cover or air support for a major opposed Although the Kiev could carry more helicopters onamphibious landing overseas. Soviet shipborne air deck than the Moskva, the same storage and mainte-defenses and aircraft, even with the addition of two nance constraints would apply. At present, SovietKiev-class carriers and destroyers equipped with sur- carriers-the Kiev class-could carry only about aface-to-air missiles, probably would be inadequate to half dozen assault helicopters on deck because none ofprotect an amphibious assault force from determined these helicopters have folding rotors like the Hormone.attack by Western carrier- or land-based aircraft. The rotors could be removed and later remounted, butMany countries of the world, even less developed ones, this would place a constraint on their operational use.have fighter aircraft at least equal in quality to-and The new Rogov-class amphibious ship probably will bein greater quantity than-the Kiev's Forgers.Q able to store and operate three to six small Hormone
helicopters.

Large numbers of fighters and fighter-bombers would
be required to support a major intervention. Current The Kiev might be able to accommodate some assaultSoviet land-based fighters and fighter-bombers lack an helicopters below decks, but not conveniently and onlyairborne refueling capability and would require a at the expense of its Forger and Hormone complement.secure airfield in the Third World to support the Hound and Hip transport helicopters, and perhapstransit of Soviet amphibious forces overseas and to even Hind gunships, might fit diagonally on the Kiev'sprovide air support during an actual landing. Soviet larger elevator, but only with their rotors removed. Theaccess to such airfields-or receipt of tactical air larger Hook helicope

support from friendly countries-could be tenuous and
dependent on the location and circumstances of ould on y e transported on deck, however.intervention. ingle Hip and Hook helicopters have landed on the

Kiev. but apparently only to provide logistic support.
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Logistic Support marines, and aircraft. Special command staff person-
The Soviet Navy also lacks an adequate logistic force nel could be brought aboard to supervise the landing
to support the deployment of large amphibious task operations.=
forces to distant areas. Refueling operations would
cause some delay to ships in transit because the Coordination among combined forces, however, could
majority of Soviet oilers are not equipped for alongside be a serious problem during landing operations. Within
refueling. The lack of specially designed naval ships for the Soviet forces, there appears to be a strong tendency
the logistic support of assault landings would force the toward inde ndence and isolation in each group
Navy to rely on unarmed merchant ships to support landings. Such coordination problems
sustained fighting ashore. Thus, large convoys might cause dby a lack of training in local waters would be
be required to transport the follow-on ground troops greatly exacerbated during the conduct of a major
and fuel, food, ammunition, and weapons. To unload operation far from the USSR.
the ships, a secure port would have to be available or
created. Nonetheless, a sufficient number of merchant
ships could be made available to support, however Prospects for the Future
ineffectively, a major intervention on a few days'
notice. Soviet naval intervention capabilities in distant areas

and amphibious assault capabilities near the USSR
Sea Control and Gun/ire Support will improve during the next 10 years as additional
The Soviets probably would find it difficult to establish modern amphibious ships, aircraft carriers, and other
the sea control necessary to protect the amphibious warships join the fleet. Although designed primarily
task force as well as subsequent resupply convoys. In for wartime missions against NATO, these forces would
particular, Soviet escort ships probably would not be also be suited for intervention in distant areas under
adequate to protect the convoys from attacks by limited combat conditions. Soviet capabilities to con-
submarines. The Soviets' open-ocean Asw capabilities duct amphibious landings against heavy opposition arc
are poor, and not enough escorts are being built to not likely to improve significantly, however, unless the
overcome this basic deficiency. The limitations in the Soviets make changes in ship procurement practices
Soviets' ability to clear mine barriers, as reflected in and naval operating strategy.
their writings and operations could also be a factor in
interventions abroad. Soviet writings since the late 1960s reflect increased

interest in how Western naval forces have been used in
Another constraint on Soviet amphibious capabilities an intervention role as well as an awareness of the
for opposed intervention would be inadequate naval effectiveness of such forces in local waters. While these
gunfire support. Despite the lIkely introduction of discussions suggest that the Soviets arc weighing the
some new gun cruisers id :e next few years, the Soviet possibilities for developing similar capabilities, it does
force of primary gunfire support ships is aging and is not ap r that they have yet made a commitment to
expected to decline further in number do so.

Command and Control Efforts to improve the Navy's strategic forces will
The Soviet Navy does not have large, specially almost certainly continue to take priority over other
configured amphibious command and control ships, naval programts, such as the construction of
but some cruisers and support ships have the capability amphibious assault ships. The Soviets probably willto perform communication services and command continue to build strategic strike submarines into thefunctions for landing operations in distant areas. early 1980s. and rograms ln improve the Navys
are outfitted with the most modern Soviet equipment antisubmarine warfarc apabilities are also likely tofor long-range communications with Moscow and for have a high prio-ity.
short-range, tactical communications with ships, sub-
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evfrteessthCief of the Soviet Navy, Admiral interest in using carrier aircraft for fleet air defenseGorshkov, in recent writings seems to be ascribing and antishipping and ground attacks. If the Sovietsmore strategic importance to amphibious operations. also are seriously concerned with providing air defenseIn the past the Navy appears to have had its greatest and close air support for landing forces in distant areas,success in getting funding for platforms that perform they will have to produce traditional attack carriersprimarily strategic offensive or defense roles, and he with conventional aircraft. In this regard, some seniormay have had this in mind in his recent writings. If Soviet naval officers, in conversations with their USGorshkov is arguing for the acquisition of additional naval counterparts, have given the impression thatamphibious forces, and even if he is successful, it still proposals for such ships are actually under discussionwould be many years before the Soviet Navy had a within the naval hierarchy
significant capability to project power ashore against
strong opposition in distant areas. Until such an If the Soviets continue to use the v/sTot carriereventuality, the Soviets probably will continue their concept, a Kiev follow-on could improve Soviet sea-current practice of supporting operations in distant based air capabilities, although not as much as would aareas through surrogate forces without direct Soviet catapult-equipped attack carrier. The improvementsmilitary involvement would result from the enlargement of the v/sTot.

aircraft force as well as refinement in the aircraftAireraft Carriers itself. If the Soviets proceeded as in previous aircraftThe one change having the most potential for markedly development programs, a supersonic v/sToL couldaltering Soviet capabilities to project naval power to begin to enter the service by the mid-I1980s.distant areas would be the development of attack
carriers and associated high-performance fighter and Helicopter Carriers
strike aircraft. The acquisition of the initial units of There is no clear indication that the Soviets intend tosuch a force by the late 1980s would greatly improve develop a large helicopter carrier for assault oper-Soviet capabilities for opposed interventionj ations, although such a ship could be of major benefit

for operations supporting the maritime flanks as wellAlthough the Soviets since World War If have as for projecting power abroad. Soviet writings praiseconsistently played down the value of aircraft carriers Western amphibious ships, which they consider anin a general war because of their reputed vulnerability integral part of an intervention force. The Sovietsto attack, they recently have praised the role of these especially envy the West's latest amphibious assaultships in local wars. They view Western attack carriers ships-the helicopter assault landing ships (tuus)-as the foundation of the fleet in local wars and note because the can carry both landing craft and helicop-that the ships can be used in limited conflicts in various ters.
parts of the world. At the same time, Soviet writers
have shown interest in the concept of using small In addition, Soviet writers, including Gorshkov, forcarriers for localized conflicts and as early as 1972 many years have acclaimed the advantages of ship-pointed out that technological advances make it based helicopters for conducting rapid vertical-envel-possible to build v/sToL aircraft which would reduce opment assaults. One author, in a classified 1968the cost of building and operating carriers article, specifically called for Soviet construction of

helicopter carriers for use in amphibio landings=The Soviets probably will increase their carrier force __e Soviets
beyond the four Kiev-class ships currently active or have asserted that helicopter carriers are essential forunder construction, but it is unclear whether they will modern amphibious operations.
begin construction of a larger, Western-style attack

of the need to build a larger, better designed ship and
to add conventional aircraft to the carrier air force to
increase its range, payload, and air defense capability.
Forger operations have already demonstrated Soviet
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Table S

Projected Order of Battle and Lift Capacity
Of Primary Soriet Amphibious Ships, 1978-88

Ship class 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Ivan Rogov LPD 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4Alligator LST 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 13 13Ropucha LST 20 13 16 18 19 20 20 20 20 20 20PoInocny LSM 52 51 50 48 46 44 38 32 26 20 15New Class .ST - - - - - - 1 3 5 7 9
Total ships 77 79 82 82 81 80 76 72 68 63 61TotalDt' 6.04 6.44 7.16 7.41 7.52 7.63 7.99 8.18 8.40 83.7 8.89
* Probably to be built in Poland and to displace about 5.000 tons,
slightly more than the Ropucha LST.
" Total lift is expressed in the number of naval rifle regiments the
ships can lift.

Amphibious Ships The Soviets are developing a series of wing-in-ground-Soviet amphibious capabilities to conduct interven- effect vehicles (WIGS) which have been in design andtions overseas, as well as assaults on the periphery of development since the mid-1960s. A total of three ofthe USSR, will improve but will still remain con- these airplane-like vehicles have been produced sincestrained by limitations in the landing force itself. The the first and largest, which the West dubbed thecurrent construction of larger amphibious ships will Caspian Sea Monster, was observed in 1967. This 300-increase overall Soviet amphibious lift capabilities by foot vehicle is much larger than the biggest transportabout 50 percent (see table 5) and will facilitate the aircraft and only slightly smaller than some destroyers.toutine maintenance of somewhat larger naval infan- Testing of the vehicles ceased in 1974-75 but recentlytry contingents in distant areas resumed. A smaller wG, about the size of a Boeing
Surface-EFfect Vehicles 747, is equipped with a hinged nose, apparently tofacilitate cargo transfer.
The Soviets have been producing assault hovercraft for
a number of years and recognize that the speed of these The intended mission of the wIGs is unclear. Asw hascraft make them relatively invulnerable to many been the role most often ascribed to them in-classifiedantilanding defenses. The threat of Western mining in Soviet naval publications
the Baltic and Turkish straits areas, and the desire for
quick, shore-to-shore surprise assaults, could lead the t cy were called "landing ships." InSoviets to build a much larger air-cushion vehicle than addition, Khrushchev, in the mid-1960s, reportedlythe 200-ton Aist-class Acv. Soviet writings have stated that the USSR was developing a ship capable ofdiscussed the possibility of using large Acvs for coastal "jumping over bridges" while carrying hundreds ofand overseas cargo transport and have noted Western troops. Some Soviet articles in the early I 970s alsoreferences to the possible construction of 5,000-ton predicted the advent of a surface-effect vehicle with aAcvs for amphibious landings. The Soviets have 200-knot
ouminued to pr uce traditional hovercraft while amphibious warfare missions.testing other surface-effect vehicles which might have

an assault application.
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h w -en u y -m pratinal andare included in the amphibious force, their high speed
(up to 250 knots) and large cargo capacity could provevaluable in conducting rapid assaults or raids near the
USSR. Their range, which probably is less than that ofconventional transport aircraft, would limit their use indistant areas. They could carry a large number of
troops, but most heavy equipment such as tanks would
still have to be carried in ships.Q

Summary

There is little reason to believe at this time that the
USSR has decided to alter its traditional naval
strategy and build a navy with a force projection
capability similar to that of the US Navy. Nor is thereany expectation that the primary focus of Soviet
military programs will shift from preparations for warwith NATO. In order to put together an adequate
amphibious assault force that could afford attrition ina major opposed intervention abroad, the Soviets
probably would have to combine their amphibious
ships and naval infantry assets from the various fleets.This seems unlikely because such an action would allbut eliminate their capabilities to support the maritimefronts should a NATO-Warsaw Pact war erupt.
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Appendix A

Development of
Soviet Amphibious Forces
Since World War II

Soviet naval infantry forces, which numbered upwards The first phase of Soviet amphibious ship construction
of 500,000 troops during World War II, were all but occurred in the early 1950s, before the rebirth of thedisbanded in the postwar period. The Soviets believed naval infantry, when the Soviets produced numerous

- that nuclear arms had made traditional amphibious small landing craft (LCMs) and began the construction
landings by naval assault forces obsolete and that such of some medium-size ships (LsMs). These ships, basedlandings as were still necessary could be accomplished on World War II designs with limited lift and
by airborne forces or by ground forces equipped with oceangoing capabilities, were apparently intended toamphibious vehicles. Since that time there has been a function in a lo istics role as well as to transport
gradual reemergence of the Navy's amphibious assault ground forces.
capabilities, marked by three phases of amphibious
ship construction and an expansion of the naval
infantry forces to its current size of some 10,000 to
12,000 troops (see table 6) El

Table 6

Soviet Amphibious Ships and Craft:
Construction Chronology

Ship/Craft Full-Load Lcngth Production
Displacement (meters) Period

First Phase

T-4/A.3 LCU 93/60 20/17 1952-60
MP-2 LSIL 600 56 1955.60
MP-4 LSM 760 56 1955-59
MP-10 LCU 280 50 1958-62
MP-6 LSV 1800 71 1958-61
MP-8 LSM 1000 75 1958-61
SMB-I LCU 335 48 1959-67

Second Phase

Polnocny LSM 770-1100 73-81 1962.73
Alligator LST 5800 113 1965-76
Vydra LCU 750 55 1967.72
Gus LCPA 27 21 1969-78
AISTLCUA 250 46 1970Third Phase

Lebed LCMA 86 25
opuc a 4400 1i3 1973

Ivan Rogov 13,000 158 1973
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Figure 5

Ropucha tank landing ship Ivan Rogov amphibious transport dock

e Built in Poland; a much enlarged version of and successor to * First unit became operational in 1978; second unit is to bethe Poinocny, optimized for assault operations. operational by 1981.

- Although called an LSM by the Soviets, the Ropuch.a is * Drive-through capability; floodable well deck for up to threedesignated an LST by the West because of Its size. Lebed- or Gus-class air-cushion vehicles (ACVs).
. Drive-through capability, but upper deck not designed for cargo - Has been tested with those ACVs which can rapidly ferry smallstorage. groups of assault forces or combat engineers to shore.
" Apparently more habitable than the Alligator, with more bal- - About 40 percent more lift capacity than Alligator; probablyanced capability for carrying troops and vehicles. could transport an entire Soviet battalion landing team rein-

forced with a tank or rifle company near the USSR, or ae Proven Internal lift of 13 medium tanks or 24 amphibious tanks somewhat smaller force to distant areas. Inclusion of ACVsand smaller vehicles, would reduce ship's maximum lift capacity to that of a battalion
landing team.

e Could carry about 300 troops, but no indication as yet as to
actual size of contingent on distant deployments. e Four landing pads, each marked for one helicopter. Covered

Armament includes 57-mm antiaircraft/antiship guns and 140- small Hormone utility helicopters but not telarg trop
mm barrage rocket launchers. transport helicopter.

- Endurance: 3,500 nm at maximum speed of 16 knots. - Armament Includes 76-mm antiaircraft/anliship gun, four
23-mm antiaircraft Galing guns, an SA-N-4 point defense SAM
launcher, and a 122-mm barrage rocket launcher.

- Better suitled than the Alligator for distant deployments be-.
cause of larger size, better habitability, and underway replenish-
ment capability.

e Endurance: 8,000 nm at maximum speed of 18 knots.
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Soviet Amphibious Ships

Poinocny medium landing ship Alligator tank landing ship

* Built in Poland. Variants dillfer in length, dispiacement, ift, and - Merchant marine design with drive-through capability. Beachingequipment, when fully loaded is limited by deep draft.
e Some of the 68 built for the USSR have been put in reserve or * Sufficiently large and seaworthy for long ocean voyages.transferred to Third World countries.

e Proven Internal lift of 22 medium tanks or assorted amphibious* Prirnari ya nkicle carrier, with proven internal lift of five to six tanks and vehicles.

Poediu dim ta.i Algto ak adngsi

- Additional 20 vehlctes could be carried on the open deck, bute Because of small size, lack of troop berthing, and limt ed such loading would constrain beaching. in practice, fewer thanseaworthiness, Polnocnys apparently carry fewer than 50 naval half this number are on deck.Infantrymen when operating outside home waters. Most deploy-ments are to the eastern Mediterranean. - Soviets claIr ship has capacity ot 527 naval Infantrymen (that
is, a battalion landing team) , but poor ventilation and crowdinge Armament includes 140-mm barrage rocket launchers for shore would make such a complement impractical for long voyagesbombardment, 30-mm antiaircraft guns, and-on some recent In practice, deployed Alligators normally appear to carry 100-tounits-SA-7 shorl-range surface-to-air missiles. 200 troops, although as many as 300 have been reported
aboard.* Lacks drive-through capabilty; open deck is not designed forstoring car go, Armament includes 57-mm and- on some shtips-25-mm anti-
aircraft guns; 122-mm barrage rocket launchers on moree Endurance: 900 nm at maximum speed of 18 knots recently constructed units and some refitted units; and short-
range SAMs and light antiaircraft guns on naval Infantry vehl-
cles stored on deck,

e Endurance: 9,000 nm at maximum speed of 16 knots,
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Soviet Amphibious Assault Air-Cushion Vehicles Figure 8

* Unarmed personnel carrier; no capability to transport vehiclesor equipment.

- Carrying 25 troops, the maximum observed disembarking, theGus can travel an estimated 200 nm at 45 knots. It may be ablewo carry as many as 50 troops for shorter distances.1' 8E. I m" Production apparently has ended, The larger, more capable
-u -Lebed is probably the successor to this class.Gus personnel air-cushion landing craft

- Largest military air-cushlon vehicle In the world.

- Drive-through capability; estimated to be able to transport four- - - amphibious tanks and about 55 men 100 nm at 60 knots or a
single medium tank and about 110 men 375 nm at 60 knots.

- Armed with two 30-mm antiaircraft guns.

- First Soviet ACV to participate in a major amphibious exercise
(May 1975). Serves in an initial assault role ahead of the

landing ships.
Aist utility air-cushlon landing craft

- - Drive-through vehicle deck with environmental cover.

3 -* Carrying two amphibious tanks and 25 troops, It can travel at60 knots for an estimated 260 nm.

* Sole armament consists of a small-caliber machinegun.

- Apparently designed to operate from the Ivan Rogov LPD, but- may be used in other roles,Lebed mechanized air-cushIon landing craft
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ability to operate over water, ice, or land. According to
the Soviets, the use of a few fast ACVs would permit
small groups of combat engineers or assault forces to
be rapidly moved to shore and inserted deeper and
along a wider front than before. The Soviets have also
pointed out that one of the greatest advantages of
surface-effect craft is that they can overcome the
beach interface roblems associated with conventional
landing craft.

A decision on Soviet policy for amphibious warfare The third and current stage in the evolution of theapparently was made in 1962 in the context of a major Soviet amphibious force began in 1973. In this phasedebate covering overall Soviet military strategy, evi- the Soviets began to acquire modern amphibiousdently stimulated by the Cuban missile and Berlin assault ships of the Ropucha and Ivan Rogov classes.crises. Soviet naval writers called for the development These ships probably were designed in the mid-to-lateof fast, specialized landing craft to carry heavy combat 1960s to meet the growing needs of the revitalizedequipment and troops and lamented the demise of the naval infantry and to provide enlarged follow-ons tonaval infantry. The Soviet high command evidently the Polnoeny tsM and Alligator LST, which havewas dissatisfied with the downgrading of traditional significant limitations for both peripheral and distantforces in favor of nuclear forces. It was decided that operations. The addition of these ships will signifi-the naval infantry-specialized troops with a tradi- cantly improve the USSR's capability for handlingtional first-wave assault role-were needed on a amphibious assault forces and coul support somepermanent basis, along with a force of landing ships. expansion of the naval infantryfThe revitalization of Soviet amphibious forces was
already und a ay when it was publicly announced in Organization of
May 1963. Naval Infantry Forces

Naval infantry elements currently are attached to eachThe expansion in the size of naval infantry forces was fleet and are operationally subordinate to the fleetroughly paralleled by a second phase of amphibious commander. They report to him throuph a deputy fleetship development. Starting in 1962, the USSR began commander, responsible for both coastal defense andto acquire ships of post-World War II design with naval infantry matters, who carries the title "Chief,modest lift and oceangoing capabilities. In this phase Coastal Missile and Artillery Troops and Navalof construction, the Pact produced the Polnocny-class Infantry" and has under him a commander of each ofLsMs and Alligator-class tank landing ships which these forces. While the deputy fleet commander'stoday form the nucleus of the Soviet amphibious ship duties probably are primarily administrative andinventory. planning in nature, they encompass combat training
unique to the particular fleet area and may also includeLate in this second phase of construction, the USSR an operational role in some cases. Overall planning andalso began developing various surface-effect landing administration-including personnel management,craft. Thus far the Soviets have produced only air- general combat training, standardization of equip-cushion vehicles for amphibious operations. Surface- ment, and preparedness-for both the naval infantryeffect vehicles have an inherent advantage over dis- and the coastal defense forces is handled by the chief ofplacement craft in terms of speed, relative invulner-

ability to torpedoes and mines and, in most cases,
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Naval Rifle Regiment
Estimated strength: 1,900 men Figure 7

one of the directorates at Naval HeadquatcrMs nl opeet h aa il cictihra
cow This positionA ssistant Com mander or C astal n ndepen et etit the na svar o e regim nt'he s

currently filled by Major General P. Ye. Mel'nikov.Both the coastal missile and artillery troops and the Six naa-natyrfergmnshv enietfe
navalorinfaty aso may have a separate commander, in the USSR-one in each Western fleet and three insubodinae t Melniko, i Mosow.the Pacific. The regiments in the Baltic and Black

The asi navl ifanr unt i thSeas, and one of the three in the Pacific, appear to be at(see biur nava w infa tr uiiste naval rifle regiment strength and active. The less active regiments in the
groun figres7) motorh is similargnrganization to a Northern and Pacific Fleets may not be fully manned,

a m hiusd be svaults th e nava l nfan ty regiba eati tns Pviat ie s ap arently m nn e at a cadre eve. The

-s see igure . commando
platoon of comba t swimmers and parachutists appar-
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Representative Naval Infantry Battalion Landing Team Figure 8

Three battalion landing team can be formed per regiment, using the rifle battalions as nuclei.The strength (about 520 men in this example) and composition of landing teams may vary.

regiments with naval infantry reservists during The naval infantry is lightly armed compared to Sovietwartime, although the number of such reservists and ground force units and would be generally dependenttheir training status are unknown. on other forecs for naval gunfire, air cover, and close
air support to overcome significant opposition, particu-In addition to these regiments, several smaller units larly by armored forces. The major equipment ob-may exist in the Baltic and Black Sea Fleets, possibly served in a naval infantry regiment is shown in table 7.for base defense. In the Pacific Fleet, which has the A representative battalion landing team might havelargest naval infantry force, there is a skeletal division about 70 medium and light tanks and armoredstructure, including an active tank regiment (see figure personnel carriers as well as other vehicles.9). In addition, army units with some amphibious

assault training experience are located in the Caspian
Sea and in the Northern Fleet area, and possibly in the
Black and Baltic Seas
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Pacific Fleet Naval Infantry Division
Estimated current strength: 4,000-5,000 men Figure 9
Estimated wartime strength: 8,000 men
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Table 7 Most of the naval infantry's armored vehicles are
amphibious. The unit's equipment is less modern and

Major Pieces of Equipment of a sophisticated than that of the more heavily armed
Naval Rifle Regiment Soviet ground units, which could be landed after the

naval infantry if a major land battle were to be
Equipment Totals conducted ashore. The predominant naval infantry
1i20-mm mortar 3 "tank," the light amphibious PT-76, is basically an
BM-21 truck-mounted multiple rocket launchers 6 armored personnel carrier with a small gun. Unlike the
ZS-21 truself-propelled antiaircraft guns 4 US Marines, the naval infantry lacks transport and
BRDM-2 scout cars with SA-9 SAMs 4 gunship helicopters, attack aircraft, and field artillery.
BR DM scout cars with antitank guided missiles 6.9
PT-76 light amphibious tanks and T-54/55
medium tanks 26-33
BTR-60 P/PB armored personnel carriers 27-34
BRDM/BRDM-2 scout cars 5-6
BRDM-RKH scout cars for chemical
reconnaissance 2
K-6l/PTS tracked amphibious transporters 4
BTR-50 P/PU armored personnel carriers 4.6
PKP amphibious trailers 2.3
MTU tank-launched bridges
ARS-12 decontamination trucks - - 2
ARV tank recovery vehicles 1.2
BAT/BAT-M heavy artillery tractor bulldozers -
Truck-mounted cranes
PMR trailer-mounted minelayers

IT..
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History of Soviet Amphibious
Ship Presence Overseas

Mediterranean Sea

The Soves fist deployment of an amphibious force in Operations of Soviet Amphibious Figure 10n Sh i s in Distant eAWatersmpiiu Fi969e710
a distant area occurred in the Mediterranean in June , 1969-781
1967. An Alligator-class tank landing ship left the
Baltic Fleet three days before the outbreak of the ShIp'days2 _M i' Pacific ocean
Arab-Israeli Six-Day War, but did not reach the a,2Caribbea sea
eastern Mediterranean until three days after the war Indian Ocean
had ended 2 Three additional amphibious ships later 2,000 me Mediterranean sea
joined this ship in the eastern Mediterranean.

1,800

- 1,600

1,400 a

4,00 -

200

After the war, the Soviets maintained a larger, 1969 70 71 72 73 74 76 76 77 78
permanent naval force in the Mediterranean. The 1 Data prior to 1969 were unavailable. No significant Soviet amphib-
amphibious presence normally included an Alligator- sous operations in distant areas occurred until 1967, however,amphbios pesene nrmaly iclued n Aligaor- when an amphibious force presence was initiated in theclass LsT and two Polnocny-class LSMs accompanied by Mediterranean.
a destroyer. The tsT had about 30 to 40 troops aboard. 2 one ship present one day equals one ship-day.

3
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ne amphibious force spent most of its tie at Port
Said, Egy or near Syrian waters until the October
1973 war.

The composition and size of the Soviet amphibious
force in the Mediterranean in the late 1960s, in part,
was related to the mission of traning Egyptian and
Syrian forces which were being equipped with Soviet
vehicles and landing craft but lacked any major
amphibious lift capability. Soviet naval infantry advis-
ers trained Egyptians at Port Said and possibly Syrians
at Lat kia in the use of amphibious vehicles and tanks.

Amphibious Task Force
In late 1969 and early 1970. the Mditerra.ncan
S nadr_on

amphibtu convos

the Soviets subsequently used
amphibious groups with naval escorts to deliver
supplies and equipment toS ria
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When Soviet amphibious ships are in the Mediterra-
nean, they normally stay at anchor off Cyprus with a
frigate nearby. The lack of access to a support facility
in the area and requirements to maintain units
elsewhere off West Africa and in the Indian Ocean
probably account for reduced force levels. The Medi-
terranean Squadron's overall combatant levels have
been reduced since 1976, concomitant with the re-
duced Soviet influence and access to some Arab
nations.

On 25 October, following the alerting of US forces, the
Soviets began assembling a group of three surface
combatants and two amphibious ships north of Port
Said and the Suez Canal while the Egyptian 3rd Army
'was being defeated at the southern end of the Canal.
This contingency force remained in the area until the
crisis peaked on 29 October. Both of the amphibious
ships probably had been involved in arms deliveries to
Syria and most likely did not have many naval infantry
on board. This presence probably was intended to
demonstrate Soviet support of Egypt, to encourage the
West to accept a cease-fire, and to evacuate Soviet
personnel and equipment if the need arose.t

Atlantic OceanTwo Soviet amphibious ships redeployed to the Medi-
terranean with a total of 200 to 300 naval infantry on Early Presence
deck a day after the crisis peaked on 29 October. These The routine presence of amphibious ships in Westships carried the only sizable naval infantry contin ent African waters began in September 1971. An Alliga-observed mrin2_theer is. Admiral Alekscyev told tor-class LST joined a destroyer and oiler on patrol offthat there were only 500 Soviet Conakry, Guinea, ostensibly to help protect the Tourcnaval in antry in the Mediterranean during the crisis. regime. The ships spent most of their time in port inThis amphibious assault contingent was not large Conakry and occasionally anchored near the presiden-enough to counter superior Israeli forces, even if tial palace at Toure's re uest but they also visitedcombined with a Soviet airborne force, other ports

c Sc 9One unconfirmedPresence Since 1973 report iindicated that some naval infantry and armoredFollowing the October War, the normal force initially vehicles were placed in defensive positions ashore to
was reduced to two tstfs which were stationed at deter possible revolts by the Conakry populace becauseMersa Matruh along the northwest coast of Egypt. of a food shortage
Since the loss of access to Mersa Matruh in early 1975,
the amphibious presence at times has consisted of two
LSMS or a Single LST. During some periods, such as the
recent Ethiopian-Somali war, the Soviets have not kept
an amphibious ship in the Mediterranean.=
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Crisis Reactions Indian Ocean

Early Presence
In September 1969, more than a year after Soviet
naval activities in the Indian Ocean began, an Alliga-
tor-class Sr deployed to the area for the first time and
established a routine presence. The Soviets did not
change the composition or use of their amphibious
forces during the Indo-Pakistani War in 1971 nor theAmphibious ships have been used only once during a Middle East war in 1973. The primary operational usecrisis in the Atlantic area. During the Angolan civil of Soviet amphibious ships has been for various logisticwar in November 1975. Moscow sent the Alligator- or sealift operations on behalf of Moscow's clients.class [ST from Conakry to the Gulf of Guinea to help Such activity has occurred in peacetime and during

protect Soviet merchant ships de!ivering arms to times of conflict in the littoral states.
Angola. Subsequently the Soviets diverted a cruiser, adestroyer, and a cruise missile submarine to the
Atlantic to protect Soviet and Cuban shipping to
Angola and to deter \Vestern naval involvement.' After
the arrival of the additional units, the landing ship
returned to Conakry, and its naval infantry contingent
constructed an aviation fuel depot to be used for the
continuing Soviet airlift to Angola

Recent Presence
In the wake of the Angolan crisis, the total number of
Soviet naval ships off West Africa increased to almost
a dozen ships. By mid-1978, however, it dropped back
to five to seven ships, a level that has been maintained
since. Throughout this period, an Alligator UT has
remained the only amphibious ship in the contingent.
With the end of the intensive supply effort to Angola,
Soviet naval presence in the area has again centered on
Conakry, in spite of some tension between the Soviets
and the Guinean Government, and the loss of access to In 1977, during the Ethiopian-Somali war, the Soviets
Conakry Airfield for TU c95 Bear D reconnaissance augmented the Indian Ocean Squadron-particularlyfIghts.[j7 

its amphibious and escort ship contingent-to support
Although the Soviets pand protect seaborne deliveries of military equipmentAlhuhteSweaprobably deemed confrontation with the antosofulbcigorEhpa.TemhbosUnited States unlikely. US naval activity in the Atlantic during and to show full backing for Ethiopia. The amphibiousJanuary and February 1976 was at a seasonal high. Carrier task force did not appear to be reinforced to bolster Sovietgroups transiting to and from the Mediterranean and a 30-ship intervention capabilities. One [ST and one tstraining exercise (which included a nuclear aircraft carrier) in the iteent uz C alto on T an oe MCaribbean may have caused Moscow some apprehension. In transited the Suez Canal to join the one Soviet LTaddition. South African n, vaI ships were patrolling along the normally present in the area. These units helped Southsouthern coast of Angola.3i
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Yemeni and Ethiopian landing ships transport military The amphibious ship has usually been with other shipssupplies and Ethiopian troops from Assab to be- of the squadron, either at anchor or in port in theleaguered Massawa. The ships also shuttled arms from northwestern portion of the Indian Ocean. Amphibious
Aden to Assab. Another tST entered the Indian Ocean ships regularly visited the Soviet naval complex atfrom the Pacific but did not support the operations in Berbera and also called at Aden, as well as ports inthe Red Sea. It appeared to assume the duties of the southern Somalia and elsewhere along the littoral.
one tST normally in the area, such as conducting port Since the loss of access to Somalia, the amphibiousvisits and operating with some naval infantry aboard. contingent has visited Aden and the Ethiopian ports of

Assab and Massawa more frequently, but much of this
activity has been associated with the sealift of arms forLanding ships were needed for seaborne deliveries Ethiopia.

because they could load and offload supplies at the
beach near Assab's congested ports, and they were
better suited for the wartime conditions at Massawa. Pacific Ocean
While the amphibious ships shuttled supplies, a Soviet
destroyer and four frigates were used to patrol the area Until early 1979, when a pair of Soviet Alligator LsTsin support of the sealift, and to protect Soviet were deployed to Vietnam, amphibious ship activity inpassenger ships carryin2Cuban-troorn the Pacific had been limited to transits and occasional

circumnavigations of the Japanese islands. The Alliga-
tors shuttled up and down the Vietnamese coast,
transferring troops and equipment to reinforce Viet-
nam's defenses in the north against China.Since thend of the Ethiopian-Somali war, there has

been a reduction in the number of amphibious and The only amphibious exercise activity in the Pacific,other ships in the Indian Ocean, but shuttle operations outside of Soviet home waters, occurred during Okean-continued and Soviet amphibious ships have appar- 75. An Alligator LsT, accompanied by two frigates andently participated in the development of facilities on a support ship, deployed to the open ocean for a fewDahlac Island near Massawa.j days before reentering the Sea of Japan, simulating a
Western carrier or amphibious task forcc.jRecent Presence

The landing ship is part of the Soviet Indian Ocean
Squadron, which in recent years normally has included
some 18 ships: one or two destroyers, two frigates, two
minesweepers, one sT, one diesel torpedo attack
submarine, and various support ships. The amphibious
ship, like most ships in the squadron, usually comes
from the Pacific Fleet and stays in the Indian Ocean
for seven to nine months. Periodically Soviet
amphibious ships transferring from the Western fleets
to the Pacific operate with the squadron. Such
deployments accounted for most of the 1975-76
increase in amphibious ship-days in the Indian
Ocean
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Appendix C

Readiness and Availability of
Soviet Amphibious Ships

Accurate information on overhaul and readiness is the Caspian Flotilla in a period of about four months to
more difficult to obtain for Soviet amshib a year. In addition, some Soviet Polnocnys from thethan iNorthern, Black Sea, and probably Baltic Fleets have

returned to Polish shipyards for repairs lasting about
six months to a yearl__

While it is not possible to determine the intervalhere is, however, a limited between overhauls on amphibious ships as a whole, itamount of information on these units and their probably varies from a few years to six or seven years,availability for deployment. as it does for major surface ships. In one known case,
involving a Polnocny from the Black Sea Fleet that was
repaired in Poland, the overhaul occurred after anOverhaul -interval of about two years and followed three
deployments in the Mediterranean.~~Soviet landing ships have relatively simple engineering

plants and electronics, and consequently are easier to
repair or overhaul than a major surface combatant. Readiness
They are driven by marine diesels which are easily
accessible from the tank deck. Thus, there is no need to Normally, four Soviet amphibious ships arc deployeddisrupt weather deck areas to gain access to eni.nee - in distant areas. The number has increased duringin spaces, periods of tension, and deployment areas have varied.

The normal deployment level has not changed since
1970, even though the size of the Soviet amphibiousIn a iton, amp hiious siips can pro a y force capable of dr-oyment in distant areas hasreceive extensive repairs at or near their berth. They increased by about a third. Five percent of theprobably need only to be placed in a shipyard drydock amphibious force is maintained outside home watersto have their bottoms scraped and inspected and their compared with about 10 percent of the major surfacescrews, shaft supports, and rudders repaired. force.

The limited information available suggests that the
duration of overhaul for amphibious ships is normally
shorter than the seven months to two years required for
major surface combatants. Amphibious ships appar-
ently are overhauled in each of the fleet areas and in
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Some indications of amphibious ship readiness can be
gleaned from Soviet naval operations. During the
October 1973 Middle East war, the Black Sea Fleet
deployed three (75 percent) of its Alligator tank
landing ships to the Mediterranean. In addition, the
Fleet supplemented its two Polnoenys in the Mediter-
rancan with three more, for a total of 30 percent of its
LsMs. Overall, 40 percent of the Black Sea Fleet
amphibious ship inventory was involved in deploy-
ments to the Mediterranean. Although none of the
augmentations occurred until more than a week after Overall Availabilitythe beginning of the fighting, the tsT augmentation
may have been the maximum possible at the time, as In summary, it appears that the Soviets probably could
an additional sT-a Baltic Fleet unit-was brought in have at least 75 percent of their larger amphibiousfrom operations off Conakry. There is no evidence, ships available for deployment in a few days, includinghowever, that the sM augmentation was a maximum those already deployed in distant areas. The percent of

available Polnocny sMs probably would be lower, butwith the addition of newer classes of ships to the
amphibious force, Soviet reliance on the Polnoeny is
decreasing.
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